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What
•
IS a university for? 5 (/

by T. R. C. Boyde

The two artic/t's 'What is a Ullirersity jiir?' puhlished ill this isslJe are the last tll'O ill
this series - Editor.

We are to consider what a
university is for. and earlier
articles in this series have
mentioned all the activities
which we do in fact observe

taking place. namely:
Teaching:
Training, of the intellect

and for the professions;
Education - drawing out of

the individual the qualities
which were latent in him.
fitting him for all the duties of
life at a high level;

Imparting breadth of
knowledge and view;

Sharpening of the intellect
by the meeting of minds:

Imparting civilized values:
Conserving knowledge;
Advancing knowledge or

scholarship;
Research.
As thus listed. these are not

mutually exclusive categories
of activity. Nevertheless it is
plain that the university
undertakes a remarkable
variety of tasks - to the ex
tent that it has always been
difficult to understand or to
explain why they are all done
by the one institution. Three
explanations for the paradox
suggest themselves - that'
various of these functions
were added on to a primeval
function, that all these func
tions h:tve and rest upon a
single common theme. and
that various of thcse functions
were begun independently and
later fused under the umbrella
of one governing and
protective body. A historical
view may perhaps show that
all three explanations have
truth in them.
The first universities

Institutionalized advanced
teaching existed in classical
times in the Hellenic and
Roman worlds and in China.
But for diverse reasons these
arrangements broke down or
stultified in antiquated forms,
failing to adapt to changing
times. The university as we
know it grew out of the thirst
for knowledge and the
increasing stability and
prosperity "I twclfth-{;entury
Europe. W~ ~annot set precise
dates to the formation ,)f the
very first universities. because
they were not deliberately
founded but grew
spontaneously. so that the
earliest charters were granted
to bodies founded much later.
in imitation of the leaders. We
can say for certain that
recognizable universllY
organizations existed in
Bologna (Italy). Paris and
Oxford before A.D. 1200, and
that even earlier, before A.D.
1100, there was a medical

school of wide repute at
Salerno (Italy).

The institution at Bologna
was devoted to the teaching of
law and this shows us
straightaway that at the very
beginning there were
professional schools of
universitv character and that
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there were specialist
institutions devoted to one
such profession. Breadth of
knowledge and view has
always been a characterislic
of the educated person. but
breadth of teaching is not a
necessary feature of the
university. One does not. after
all. have to be taught in order
to learn!

One may go further into
this by examining the ori
ginal meaning of the word
'Universitas' which as has
been mentioned earlier in this
series, was simply a
commonly used word for
association or co.poration
and had nothing to do with
universality of subjects.
Further, the Bologna legal
school was not recognized as
being one universitas but was
composed of a number of
much smaller bodies.
varinusly counted at various
times as two (composed
respectively of students from
the Italian side of the Alps or
from the other side) or as
seventeen universitates going
to make up the 'cismontane'
universitas just mentioned
and eighteen such smaller

'bodies going to make up the
'ultramontane.' These
universitates were actually
student SO':letles which be
fore Inng came to hin: and
discipline their teachers.

Elsewhere, the student
societies did not rule the
university, and perhaps we
should mention at once that
the upshot of their control of
Bologna was stultification and
decay! Paris was regarded as
a society of masters and
scholars. That university and
most othas to some extent
reproduced the Bolo""a
system of societies diVided
according to the place of
origin of the students, but the
masters ruled and this is of
course the common. natural
and only safe structure for an
institution which is to endure.

rhe reason for the failure
of the student-governed body
can be examined at the same
time as we look at what these
earlier universities were
actually doing. We have seen
that the word universitas had
then a different meaning. In
fact the common word for the
entire institution was
'stuJium: or school. and this
retlects a misunderstanding
common then and now and
particularly common among
students. The first such
Illstitutions formed, as we
ha\e said. spontaneously,
and it seems unlikely that any
school in our modern sense
would grow up in this way.
There was formal teaching to
be SUle, lectures and the
dictation of texts, since
printed book s were not
available.

But men came to
universities because the
knowledge they sought could
nnl h,- h,,,i "nvwh.·rt' else.

They were seekers and th"
expressed itself in the other
kind of group .Jctivity which
was so characteristic of these
early bodies - the disputation.
Thus the students and masters
alike were engaged in the
active pursuit of knowledge or
truth, using the only tools
they supposed to be
appropriate, namely wide
acquaintance with books. and
logical argument. To be sure
this is a long way from our
present-day activities. but the
spirit and drive of the place
were also very different from
the all-too-common student
attitude of wanting to learn
off material so that one may
get a pass mark at this or that
test. It \\':\', probably because
later gellelluions of students
lost tlll~ initial purpose.
adopting instead that of
merely acquiring professional
competence, that Bologna fell
from grace.
The university today

Universities have been
through bad times as well as
good. Much of their original
initiative was lost for
centuries. but even so they
have been in the forefront of
all the truly intellectual
revolutions that have
occurred in the past MOO

years. Through evolution or
creation or re·formation. good
modern universities are mu.:h
closer to the original ideal
than was the case 200 years
ago. That ideal, or primeval
function, or common theme is
the pursuit of knowledge or
truth, and that is a very
different thing from mere
teaching and the purveying of
diplomas.

Yes. new functions have
been "Jded on over the years.
In I ticular, new subjects
have been added to the
curriculum and it is proper
that they should be studied at
the university if they are
genuine fields of original
enquiry. Yes, various of the
modern functions of the
university were originally
carried out in independent
bodies - such as at the School
of Law at Bologna and the
School of Medicine at Salerno
- but commonly nl)',11these
have come under the wing of
universities and the reason lor
that is that they share the
same common theme that we
have just discussed.

For many students the
university is tht passport to a
career or to a particular kind
of job. That is perfectly
proper and should be
encouraged for everybody's
sake. But the fact that the
univl'rsity can so successfully
educate people is by w;,) of a
by-product of its essential
principle, which "houll
determine the manila al,J
style of all its activities. the
Pursuit of Truth.

(The laitpr 1.\ 1'rlJj"",,"r IIi
Biochemistry and Head of
Ihnl n~nnr"nol1t j
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